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About This Game

Welcome to “Joy Climb”!

A hard-shell chameleon and his friend Chuck-Chuck will finally knock your knees off.

Chamy is skilled at using his long tongue, catching at the isles, stretching it and climbing up.
Chuck-Chuck can sway from side to side using his mass.

Having a shell-warrior armor, he protects himself and his friend from the damage when dalling down.

Take all your courage and spirit to join our “Joy Climb” challenge.

You must move upwards.
Higher!

To the Top!!!

But more often you fill fall down.
Lower.

To the Bottom!

What we have:
One hard-shell chameleon.

One very cute chicken.
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One huge level.
Very hard climb.
Very easy fall.

Continuous stress.
Lots of fun and joy!!!
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joy climbers. joy climb kananaskis. joy martin climbing. joy climb steam. fort joy can't climb vines. joy climb alberta. joy
climb canada. joy of mountain climbing. joy welling rock climbing. joy welling climber. joyjam wall climbing car. joy rock
climb. joy rainey hill climb. earth joy tree climb. tom pooks & joy kitikonti - climb. mount joy climb. fort joy climb vines

Coming from a JPRG heavy childhood, Marchen Forest brings back the genuine bliss of being in a magical world where
problems are simple, people are friendly, and the world is filled with fun and laughter. If you couldn't already tell from the
game's opening, people who like grimdark realism, please go play something else.

Eventhough the story does ramp up and pulls some heartstrings during the mystery cave arc, its slow ramp up and tutorial
handholding may be off putting to some. However, once you get past the tedium and the occasional vexation from difficulty
spikes between floors, you will find that despite the lack of polish, the game is a gem from such a small dev team. Some story
sections are hard because of a general lack of direction and at times badly explaned mechanics that can leave the player feeling
confused, but the game is not difficult to beat.

Completed the main story in about 11 hours, which to be fair was enough for me given this game's pricing point. Though there
were times I was just grinding, its not as tedious as generally expected from JRPGs. After defeating the final boss and then
watching the end credits roll, that feeling of bittersweet melancholy begins to seep in as you realize your time with this story has
come to a close. The DLC doesn't really give proper closure in terms of plot, and the lack of an epilogue chapter other than the
ending cutscenes and animations can be overlooked as those that stuck with this game to the end knows which particular scene
from the ending credit roll will fill the majority of your emotional needs.

I loved a lot of things, from the themes and artstyles, to the general spritework, dialogue, music and soundeffects, and just the
general feel of the game that I feel that despite all its flaws, its a game I definitely would want people to play. Its also on the
switch and android, and I am legitimately tempted to get the switch version so I can just pop in the game from time to time.
Though replayability is an issue with the general lack of randomization, its filled with enough character that you don't mind
playing through everything just to get that feel of living in Marchen Forest.. Just like the PSP game with igher quality assets and
aligjtly modified menu's/modes. All the original track sseem to be included, although the colour for some of the tracks has been
altered, most noticibly 'Shake Ya Body' is now purple instead of orange.

Other than that, it is still the same great gameplay as the original and I highly recomend it. It has the simplicity of Tetris with
awesome visuals and music.. If you have already conquered the game and have your favorite gear, this is not worth $15. I
purchased it about halfway through the game. It basically adds a bunch of vendetta like Captain fights and legendary gear from
whichever tribe you purchase. When your leveling up and procurement of higher level gear seems to be lagging that is where
this gets its value it is a booster in its own way.
Also I would add if your going to purchase it, I would just buy one tribe. Buying both is redundant.. Boredom killer. things need
to be added and fixed"
1.gameplay is very bad
2.give more camara views
3.make the 11 players in game
4.fixing the overlay
5.add more national teams
6.give option to change the player color and hair style in teams
7.add fouls and panlties
8.add regional cups like ( African cup , Asian, Noorth Aferica, Europe, South America)
9.give more kit option we can use from other teams and change colors
10.have super shoots from outside the box. An awesome WW2 Strategy Game! Played it as a Kid, still funny. But very, very
difficult. But its worth a try!. A fun little dungeon crawler! Thumbs up for the flawless linux support. Also thumbs up for the
permadeath mode! :). Pretty Cool Game And Pretty Hard To Pass Some Levels But Its Pretty Awsome ''Pretty''/10. Seriously
sexy train with 21st century cab. A pleasure to drive.. awsome game my kid loves it!!
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At first I thought this was a cheap port from the gear VR and I would have had to use my head like a Weeble wobble controlling
the paddle but I was happily mistaken. Playing this game in room scale on the vive and using the tracked motion controllers is
truly how this game is meant to be played. This games shines on the Vive.

My only suggestion to the developer is to make the default paddle control the hand controllers so I don't have to squeeze the side
button to activate them. You can also back down the haptic feedback to occur only when a paddle makes contact with a ball..
This is my first Choice of Games text adventure game I have played. After spending many hours in this game, I decided to
recommend this game mainly because the publisher provided a contact e-mail on its website and after I tried for many hours
trying to get an achievement, I gave up and e-mailed the publisher for help in contacting the author Alana for hints in obtaining
an achievement.

Both the publisher and author were very friendly and helpful and helped me obtain the achievement which I have added in on a
published community guide and the game is relatively easy to finish and get all achievements within less than 10 hours.. CASE:
Animatronics sh*t me up so much that I screamed like a b*tch and threw my headphones at my monitor. That was a couple
months ago and I'm still not ready to try again.

15 minutes playtime, I know I'm a p*ssy this game's good.

8/10. Cossacks 2 couldn't hold up like Cossacks 1.. Zombie Exodus,

Is a pretty good "Create your own adventure" book. The story is well told, but feels rushed at moments which can spoil the
mood a little. A bit more patience from the writer, or detail describing the scene(s) might do the trick.
Besides the point that you might have a better idea to handle certain situations that ask for a choice; all events come up with
options which are varied enough to please any kind of reader/gamer. So, there's no shortage regarding that.

All in all I can only recommend this book, because it has a very nice touch to it and is really fun to read.
Oh, and another thing. you won't be finishing this within the hour. Zombie Exodus is a pretty big adventure worth your time..
Now that was a real challenge! I\u2019ve encountered this game not long ago and was surprised how good it is. The plot is
pretty interesting and the whole game is just unputdownable!. I was thinking about making this myself but did not have the time.
I am so glad that someone did. Going to make my project lot easier.
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